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The challenge 
ReporterGourmet.com is the website of prominent Italian restaurant 
critic Pietro Pitzalis. The site has a devoted social media fanbase with 
over 500,000 followers driving substantial traffic. While Pietro had 
expertise in content creation, he had limited knowledge and time to 
manage and monetize his traffic. His existing programmatic 
advertising strategy with other vendors did not have clear direction 
and he was not achieving the website’s monetization potential. Pietro 
wanted to focus on developing content and let an experienced partner 
handle the monetization. 

The approach
Pietro chose to partner with Clickio for their industry knowledge, 
monetization expertise, site performance technology, and 
transparency. First, Clickio analyzed the current performance of the 
site to uncover areas of improvement across the site’s viewability, 
demand partners, pricing strategy, Ad Manager implementations, 
page speed, visit duration, and bounce rate. Clickio then revamped the 
site’s ad layout, focusing on boosting inventory volume while 
increasing viewability. The mobile version of the site was 
re-developed using Clickio Prism technology, achieving almost instant 
loading and smooth app-like user interactions. Clickio’s custom 
reporting tool also combined data from Google Analytics and 
monetization, to give clear insights on the performance.

The results
From October 2019 to March 2020, Pietro saw a drastic increase in 
both revenue and site performance metrics on ReporterGourmet.com. 
Session RPM increased by 35%, page speed more than doubled, and 
the average number of pages viewed by users improved by 28%, 
stemming from the new and improved mobile version of the website.

ReporterGourmet.com 
improves programmatic 
ad revenues, site speed 
and UX with Clickio Prism 
Technology.
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